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HERBAL KIT INSTRUCTIONS 
 

General Rule: Take all herbs on an empty stomach, 15 minutes before a meal, 3 TIMES A 

DAY. 3 times a day is very important. Do not take less times a day like 1 time or 2 times a day. 

It’s important to take it 3 times a day for optimal results. 

 

Capsules: Take chronic dosage first. After a week and only if you are no longer experiencing 

heavy detox symptoms take the acute dosage.  If you are experience extreme detox symptoms 

with the chronic dosage, than take ½ the dosage for 3 days and add one capsule per bottle every 

day to your total dosage until you can take the chronic dosage completely with no to minor detox 

symptoms. 

 

Tinctures: Take the dosage according to your weight as prescribed on the back of the bottle. 

You may need to squeeze the dropper twice to get a full dropper full. Add the tincture to 1- 3 oz 

of water. Take like a shot glass, followed by a chaser of water. See “Burning off Alcohol” below 

if you are going to burn off alcohol. 

 

Easy way to take tinctures:  

1) Place all dosages of each tincture in your kit into one glass cup. 

2) Measure to see what that dosage equates to. For example: all your tincture dosages 

together may equate to 1 – 2 tbls.  

Guidelines: (If you are taking 7 bottles of tinctures (typically found in a “Detox Kit) than 

the following guidelines help 

 75-150 lbs person takes 1 Tbls per dose 

         150-225 lbs person takes 2 Tbls per dose 

         225-300 lbs person takes 3 Tbls per dose 

3) Pour all your tinctures completely in a single glass jar with a seal tight lid (mason jar) 

4) When you are ready to take them, shake the jar and extract out the amount measured in 

step #2 above or provided in under “guidelines” 

5) Add this amount to 1-3 oz of water. You can also burn off the alcohol has described 

below. 

 

Burning off the alcohol 

  

To reduce the alcohol content in the tinctures- We recommend burning the alcohol off. Place 1-3 

oz of simmering (not boiling) distilled water into an empty cup, then add the dosage that you will 

be taking to the water.  

Let cool (approximately 10 minutes) and then consume.  

Repeat this process every time you take a dose. 

 


